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Justin Szczurowski
SENIOR WEB DEVELOPER
justin.szczurowski@gmail.com
http://www.justinszczurowski.com

(267) 463-3053

ABOUT ME
I’m a Senior Web Developer with a strong technical background and desire to build
innovative solutions and rich internet applications that enhance the user experience.

OBJECTIVE
To build and maintain innovative websites and rich applications that help increase
revenue and improve customer experience.

PROFESSIONAL SUMMARY



In-depth knowledge of Internet and Open Source Technologies with hands-on
development experience (Agile) using HTML5, CSS3, SASS, Ruby, Rails, Javascript / JSON / AJAX,
jQuery, Angular, Knockout, Grunt, LUA, Perl, PHP, Microsoft Visual Basic (6/.NET), Java / JSTL,
Intershop, Adobe Flash, Adobe Photoshop, Adobe Illustrator, Audacity



Developed dozens of tools to aid developers in testing, code validation, local server
management, environment initialization and more



Knowledge of SDLC process and tools such as Git, SVN, JIRA, Rally, ClearCase, HP
ServiceDesk and Mercury QualityCenter



6 years of experience working with an Enterprise CMS



Demonstrated aptitude for learning new technologies with proven ability to anticipate
internet trends contributing to strategic planning and development of websites



Ability to multi-task and shift focus to match changing priorities
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PATENTS
PATENT PENDING (2015): Szczurowski, J. 2015. “Web Barcode Scanner”
https://www.google.com/patents/US20160308932
U.S. PATENT PENDING (2012): Szczurowski, J. 2012. “Information and Action Bar”
https://www.google.com/patents/US20130254706
A.U. PATENT ISSUED (09/10/2012): Szczurowski, J. 2012. “Information and Action Bar”
http://pericles.ipaustralia.gov.au/ols/auspat/applicationDetails.do?applicationNo=2012374031

ACHIEVEMENTS
eBay Enterprise – Mid-Year Focal Award (Sep 2015)
eBay Enterprise – Patent Incentive Award (May 2015)
eBay Enterprise – Critical Talent Award (Feb 2014)

WORK EXPERIENCE
Senior Web Developer, MTS1
GSI Commerce / eBay Enterprise / Radial (Feb 2010 - Current) World-class digital agency which

provides marketing, analytics, hosting and analysis for over 50 of the world’s leading brands.

Development and tooling for a vast amount of leading brands. Clients I have personally
worked on include…
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Development for the core Intershop platform.
Lead developer for an internal cost-reduction initiative which included custom CMS
modules, Javascript standards, CSS standards and tooling for code quality, 1-click
deployments and more.
Hand-picked for an internal initiative to build a first-in-market OMS interface with the
potential to produce millions in revenue.
Lead development of the Store Locator project for Toys R Us.
Made updates and improvements to the Toys R Us US & Canada websites.
Developed a String Editor tool for use by multiple clients which allows OBM’s
/ BA’s / etc to quickly and easily update externalized strings.
Developed widgets for the company wiki (Confluence).
Included in first-round development on a new company platform -- Intershop.
Single-handedly developed a Risk monitoring dashboard front-end for internal use,
using Bootstrap, jQuery, jQuery UI, Highcharts and custom methods.
Single-handedly developed a Strategy List middle-tier and front-end for internal use,
which enables our Fraud team to create pos/neg and match lists for tracking fraudulent
orders for clients. Technologies used included Ruby on Rails, MySQL, Bootstrap, jQuery,
DropzoneJS and custom methods.
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Single-handedly developed software that will inject any number of 3rd party scripts into
a client’s webstore through a single script tag. These scripts are customizable per client,
and also globally. Device fingerprinting is the typical use case. Callbacks can be
configured to send fingerprint data back to the server for further processing or callback
chains.
Developed a responsive LiveChat offering with advanced customization and flexibility
that is currently in use by New York & Company.
(http://www.nyandcompany.com/nyco/javascript/livechat/livechat.js)

Lead UXD Developer
NYK Business Systems Americas, Inc. - Secaucus, NJ (June 2007 - December 2009) Global IT

service provider for NYK Line, a Global fortune 500 shipping company and one of the world’s
largest marine transportation providers.
Primarily responsible for development, maintenance and support of the NYK Line eCommerce website
Improved code maintainability by using includes where possible, reducing the number
of files that would need to be updated for each static content change
Significantly reduced coding and maintenance issues by extensively
troubleshooting and resolving browser compatibility issues
Introduced new and innovative features to the website such as search suggestions,
tooltip (or 'balloon') object, a tab system for the 2 major applications on the homepage,
banners with fade effect and a calendar object which is both extremely flexible and easy to
implement
Created an entirely new section of the website, labeled 'eCommerce Pack' which is
completely Javascript-driven
Worked with development team members to ensure quality of the UI code is
maintained by providing HTML/JavaScript/CSS expertise

Public Information Coordinator I
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Yellow Book USA (June 2005 - June 2007)
Responsible for research, data entry and verification of information to be
included in the Public Information section of the phone book
Extracted, verified and compiled information purchased from utility companies for the
schools, government and emergency sections of the Yellow Book phone book
Consistently performed tasks accurately and ensured data quality under very tight
deadlines
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Web Developer
Freelance (December 2001 - August 2002)
KLEENTOYZ - A childcare company that needed a playful yet elaborate website
King Zepp - Complete redesign and maintenance of the King Zepp website

Specimen Technician I
Quest Diagnostics (March 2000 - May 2001)
Responsible for data entry of specimen information
Processed specimens by transferring into test tubes, labeling and sorting specimens to be
sent to the testing facility

EDUCATION
Abington Senior High School, 1995 - 1999

